The bidirectional phase-shifting effects of melatonin on the arginine vasopressin secretion rhythm in rat suprachiasmatic nuclei in vitro.
In vivo melatonin serves as a feedback signal to the circadian pacemaker located in the suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) and in vitro it phase advances the circadian rhythm of electrical activity in pacemaker cells. However, the occurrence and nature of phase shifting in secretion by cultured SCN neurons has not yet been established. Here we studied the effects of melatonin on the pattern of spontaneous arginine vasopressin (AVP) release in organotypic SCN slices. This culture mimicked the in vivo circadian AVP secretory rhythm, with low release during the subjective night and with peaks in secretion during the middle of subjective day. The endogenous period of the AVP secretory rhythm in organotypic culture ranged between 23 and 26 h, with the mean period of 24.1 +/- 0.3 h. Melatonin (10 nM) had variable effects on the pattern of AVP secretion depending on time of its application directly to the medium with organotypic SCN slices. When introduced at circadian time 22, 2 and 6 (the times corresponding to the late night and early day), melatonin delayed the AVP secretory rhythm by 1-4 h. When applied at circadian time 10 (late day), however, melatonin advanced the AVP secretory rhythm by about 2 h. At other circadian times, melatonin was ineffective. These results indicate that melatonin exhibits the bidirectional phase-shifting effects on circadian secretory rhythm clock, which depends on the time-window of its application.